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Abstract: 
            Cloud computing is getting more popular as more IT companies adopt to rely on cloud computing for 
disaster recovery and also because of its ability to pool resources from all over the world. Cloud systems are 
accessible to users from anywhere in the world via the Internet. The cloud service providers use cloud 
technologies to handle many billions of bytes of data in a matter of seconds. Cloud storage systems are 
transparent to users as they can access data stored in the cloud in all devices and it can access in any place. 
Storage layer, Infrastructure Management layer, Application Interface Layer and Access Layer are the layers 
that make up the architecture of Cloud Storage. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, many malicious attacks happen in IT companies. Every year the global cyber threat is 
continuously evolving.  Cyber security has become an important domain for IT Companies to defend their 
networks, client data, and servers. Fast (rapid) and constant development of security concerns are the most 
critical features of cyber security. The important components of Cyber security are Network security, 
Information security, Application security and Disaster recovery. Information security is a technique that  
deals with procedure, strategies to  anticipate, devices and many more. There are three cyber thread which 
countered by cyber security which they are Cyber-crime, Cyber-attack, Cyber-terrorism. In cyber crime, 
there is a single actor or group which targets a system for client data while in a cyber attack there will be an 
attempt to gain unauthorized access to the computer. In cyber terrorism there will be use of internet to create 
cause on server and create fear in the minds of peoples. Governments must, however, create extensive plans 
to withstand and recover from a wide range of unwelcome cyber occurrences, both accidental and 
intentional. As a result of the compromise of computer and telecommunications services, there are 
considerable and escalating dangers of localised pain and loss. In addition, most other large-scale disasters 
require reliable Internet and other computer facilities to recover. The extended concept of cloud computing 
is Cloud Storage because it aims to handle large amounts of data to store and managed. It provides the 
storage services where the local data is stored in storage space on the internet which is provided by 
SSP(Storage Services Provider) by network. Cloud storage eliminates the need for multiple storage 
platforms and saves money on software and hardware. As compared to traditional storage, cloud 
environments give more challenges in security of data, reliability, and management. Users do not need to 
worry about storage equipment, condition monitoring, maintenance, upgrades, or Software and Hardware 
updates in addition to cloud storage features.  
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II.     DISASTER RECOVERY CHALLENGES IN CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS  

One of the major disadvantages using cloud systems for DR is that the user has to depend on the system 
for recovery. The customer has no control over the data and can be in concern if the data is lost some time 
due to any disaster. Next challenge is the cost as customers tend to choose service providers that provide 
cheaper services. Cloud service providers plan their services to reduce the cost of the services. Costs can be 
divided into three stages. Start-up costs, ongoing costs, and potential disaster costs. The third challenge is 
failure detection. It is necessary to detect the failures in the system as soon as possible so that the recovery 
time is reduced and the system resumes its work. A concerning challenge to the cloud-based DR systems is 
security. There could be cyber terrorism attacks, in such cases protection of data is becomes more important. 
Another issue faced is replication latency. Cloud systems replicate and store the data which can be done in 
two ways; synchronous or asynchronous replication both of which have its own advantages and flaws. 
Managing the cost, performance and replication latency together is a challenge to cloud service providers. 
Cloud Storage and its features are well known so it is important to make the data secure. 

The structure of DR is "distributed computing, centralized storage". It has three levels according to the 
requirements. The three levels of storage are data level disaster recovery where it secures the data of 
application. Secondly, additional requests to the operating system of the applicant server are made at the 
System level disaster recovery and Last level is to make sure that disaster recovery time is as short. Cloud 
storage has a main feature to make use of SAN(Storage Area Network). This SAN supports the backup and 
application data access. SAN is very useful for providing redundant links for backup and recovery of our 
data and to access the application server file. According to the Web(2.0) Requirements it can adapt the online 
backup service that excels in terms of dependability, accurate performance and very easily expands, etc. As 
they are easily accessible to any place, cloud storage is preferred as main backup programs. User may 
connect to the cloud by SAN or Intranet. Private cloud storage can be accessed behind the firewall of the 
company. Disaster recovery should be accessible at least to three locations as per the SNIA(Storage 
Networking Industry Association). The data of the application has been stored on the server and every server 
has a backup server. Backup server consists of two servers i.e (LBS) Local Backup Server  and RBS( Remote 
backup server). In the early stages of remote backup, physical methods should be used to transfer data, and 
traffic data should be reduced to increase services. The backup service connects applications, but it can also 
meet the criteria for magnanimity, concurrency, and a standardised application interface. Malware and 
phishing attacks, wholesale fraud, and ransomware are just a few of the structures that pose a risk to sensitive 
and personal data. Various security measures are released by significant components of top to bottom 
procedure to deter aggressors and relieve weaknesses at various points. Data security approaches required 
physical and high safety efforts to protect data from attackers. Data recovery methods are started with the 
company level and determine which applications are most important for association. There are many issues 
for deciding the recovery techniques which are Data, Technology and resources. A security audit could be 
ordered to analyse the organization's ability to maintain secure systems against a set of predetermined 
criteria. A catastrophe recovery plan (DRP) is a documented, well-organized plan that includes 
recommendations for dealing with unexpected events. A security audit could be ordered to analyse the 
organization's ability to maintain secure systems against a set of predetermined criteria.Typically, disaster 
recovery planning entails an examination of business practises and consistency requirements. 

 
The following are the planning steps of data recovery: 
1.Gathering all reports regarding system frameworks. 
2.Back up all data for a secure purpose.   
3.Identifying most genuine vulnerabilities in the system and protecting them from attackers. 
4.Establish Roles and Responsibilities for Everyone in the Data recovery plan. 
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5.Set recovery goals for data which are prioritized for associations.  
6.Testing  the data recovery plan. 
7.Updating the arrangement for a data recovery plan if required. 
8.Implementing a data recovery  design review. 
 
The data recovery design identifies the IT system, organises the RTO, and specifies the methods for 

restarting, reconfiguring, and recouping frameworks and systems. The disaster recovery design is a type of 
plan that is primarily focused on the server office and framework. Testing can also verify that the 
arrangement is effective and meets the RPOs and RTOs. Due to data recovery plans there will be highly 
reduced digital security dangers for associations. 

 

III. DRAWBACKS OF TRADITIONAL DISASTER RECOVERY PLAN 

 
In both types of online and offline systems it should be in operating state so it consumes more energy. 

Energy in the form of electricity,power,human resources are required in both. The main maintenance of 
infrastructure is very high on both types. 

Suppose we have to manage one place if it costs Rs 10,000 so at two places the cost doubles. If we want  
more locations then the cost multiplies with the number of locations and it becomes more expensive.  

Using Distributed systems there are some systems as they claim that they have best disaster recovery plans 
but as per the report of IBM distributed system ide sit 85% of time free so it consumes electricity and energy. 

These are some of the drawbacks of the Traditional Disaster Recovery plan. There are many ways to 
overcome this type of drawbacks are present in the extended concept of cloud computing i.e cloud storage. 

 

IV. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

This section discusses some open issues and the future directions of DR mechanisms. 
The first issue mentioned is Maximizing Resource Utilization. The revenue generated by cloud service 
providers is very scarce as disasters don't happen often. Therefore utilizing the resources, generating server 
revenues and making resources available simultaneously is a challenge to CSPs. Next is correlated failures. 
When there is a disaster in a certain area, all the customers of that area will ask for service at the same time, 
in such a situation it could be possible that the servers aren't able to handle a huge population service at the 
same time. So it is proposed to distribute the customers of the same area over different servers at different 
locations. Further discussed is Privacy and Confidentiality which states that confidentiality of data and 
privacy of resources used in DR must be ensured by the service provider. Next is failover and failback 
procedure; failover takes place automatically where the system switches to the backup site from the current 
site in case of sudden disaster and the same happens in reverse after recovery. Therefore the DR mechanisms 
should support this bidirectional functionality. Ahead mentioned is Disaster Monitoring; the performance 
of DR systems increases when the failures are detected as early as possible. Hence, ways to detect failures 
and monitor the system status continuously are being studied. Finally resource scheduling is discussed; as 
the usage of cloud systems has increased, its complexity has also increased. Therefore there is a requirement 
to find efficient resource scheduling algorithms for cloud systems. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

In the paper studied, an in depth analysis of Disaster Recovery with cloud computing is done. Firstly 
cloud computing is introduced with its background, advantages, etc. Users can access the data by using a 
cloud storage system. Many private cloud providers give many premium features to storage services. For 
deploying the cloud services of disaster recovery and its application to cloud storage it can be done through 
cloud computing. It increases the dependability of the cloud storage system. There are some challenges faced 
by Disaster Recovery mechanisms with cloud computing which are also discussed in the paper. The cloud 
system is then compared with traditional recovery systems. Further, proposed systems are mentioned along 
with their flaws and advantages. Finally, some of the open issues and future directions of Disaster Recovery 
with cloud computing are discussed. We used community cyber security as an example topic for dynamic 
inter-group relationships in this work to drive new research paths in safe information sharing. It is clear from 
the preceding discussion that digital security threats are exceedingly dangerous to the nation's security. The 
fundamental issue must be that innovation is increasing on a regular basis, as are new programming courses 
and digital psychological oppressor's strategies for breaching digital security. Clients of the internet realms 
are likewise on their own courses of digital security concerns. It turns out that distinguishing between a 
genuine web user and one with abnormal cognitive processes is quite difficult  
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